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Abstract

There is a long history of using logic to
model the interpretation of indirect speech
acts. Classical logical inference, how-
ever, is unable to deal with the combina-
tions of disparate, conflicting, uncertain
evidence that shape such speech acts in
discourse. We propose to address this by
combining logical inference with proba-
bilistic methods. We focus on responses
to polar questions with the following prop-
erty: they are neither yes nor no, but
they convey information that can be used
to infer such an answer with some de-
gree of confidence, though often not with
enough confidence to count as resolving.
We present a novel corpus study and asso-
ciated typology that aims to situate these
responses in the broader class of indirect
question–answer pairs (IQAPs). We then
model the different types of IQAPs using
Markov logic networks, which combine
first-order logic with probabilities, empha-
sizing the ways in which this approach al-
lows us to model inferential uncertainty
about both the context of utterance and in-
tended meanings.

1 Introduction

Clark (1979), Perrault and Allen (1980), and Allen
and Perrault (1980) study indirect speech acts,
identifying a wide range of factors that govern how
speakers convey their intended messages and how
hearers seek to uncover those messages. Prior dis-
course conditions, the relationship between the lit-
eral meaning and the common ground, and spe-
cific lexical, constructional, and intonational cues

all play a role. Green and Carberry (1992, 1994)
provide an extensive computational model that in-
terprets and generates indirect answers to polar
questions. Their model focuses on inferring cat-
egorical answers, making use of discourse plans
and coherence relations.

This paper extends such work by recasting the
problem in terms of probabilistic modeling. We
focus on the interpretation of indirect answers
where the respondent does not answer with yes or
no, but rather gives information that can be used
by the hearer to infer such an answer only with
some degree of certainty, as in (1).

(1) A: Is Sue at work?
B: She is sick with the flu.

In this case, whether one can move from the re-
sponse to a yes or no is uncertain. Based on typical
assumptions about work and illness, A might take
B’s response as indicating that Sue is at home, but
B’s response could be taken differently depending
on Sue’s character — B could be reproaching Sue
for her workaholic tendencies, which risk infect-
ing the office, or B could be admiring Sue’s stead-
fast character. What A actually concludes about
B’s indirect reply will be based on some combi-
nation of this disparate, partially conflicting, un-
certain evidence. The plan and logical inference
model of Green and Carberry falters in the face of
such collections of uncertain evidence. However,
natural dialogues are often interpreted in the midst
of uncertain and conflicting signals. We therefore
propose to enrich a logical inference model with
probabilistic methods to deal with such cases.

This study addresses the phenomenon of indi-
rect question–answer pairs (IQAP), such as in (1),
from both empirical and engineering perspectives.
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Abstract

Texts and dialogues often express infor-
mation indirectly. For instance, speak-
ers’ answers to yes/no questions do not
always straightforwardly convey a ‘yes’
or ‘no’ answer. The intended reply is
clear in some cases (Was it good? It was
great!) but uncertain in others (Was it
acceptable? It was unprecedented.). In
this paper, we present methods for inter-
preting the answers to questions like these
which involve scalar modifiers. We show
how to ground scalar modifier meaning
based on data collected from the Web. We
learn scales between modifiers and infer
the extent to which a given answer conveys
‘yes’ or ‘no’. To evaluate the methods,
we collected examples of question–answer
pairs involving scalar modifiers from CNN
transcripts and the Dialog Act corpus and
use response distributions from Mechani-
cal Turk workers to assess the degree to
which each answer conveys ‘yes’ or ‘no’.
Our experimental results closely match the
Turkers’ response data, demonstrating that
meanings can be learned from Web data
and that such meanings can drive prag-
matic inference.

1 Introduction

An important challenge for natural language pro-
cessing is how to learn not only basic linguistic
meanings but also how those meanings are system-
atically enriched when expressed in context. For
instance, answers to polar (yes/no) questions do
not always explicitly contain a ‘yes’ or ‘no’, but
rather give information that the hearer can use to
infer such an answer in a context with some degree
of certainty. Hockey et al. (1997) find that 27% of
answers to polar questions do not contain a direct

‘yes’ or ‘no’ word, 44% of which they regard as
failing to convey a clear ‘yes’ or ‘no’ response. In
some cases, interpreting the answer is straightfor-
ward (Was it bad? It was terrible.), but in others,
what to infer from the answer is unclear (Was it
good? It was provocative.). It is even common
for the speaker to explicitly convey his own uncer-
tainty with such answers.

In this paper, we focus on the interpretation
of answers to a particular class of polar ques-
tions: ones in which the main predication in-
volves a gradable modifier (e.g., highly unusual,
not good, little) and the answer either involves an-
other gradable modifier or a numerical expression
(e.g., seven years old, twenty acres of land). Inter-
preting such question–answer pairs requires deal-
ing with modifier meanings, specifically, learning
context-dependent scales of expressions (Horn,
1972; Fauconnier, 1975) that determine how, and
to what extent, the answer as a whole resolves the
issue raised by the question.

We propose two methods for learning the
knowledge necessary for interpreting indirect an-
swers to questions involving gradable adjectives,
depending on the type of predications in the ques-
tion and the answer. The first technique deals
with pairs of modifiers: we hypothesized that on-
line, informal review corpora in which people’s
comments have associated ratings would provide
a general-purpose database for mining scales be-
tween modifiers. We thus use a large collection of
online reviews to learn orderings between adjec-
tives based on contextual entailment (good < ex-
cellent), and employ this scalar relationship to in-
fer a yes/no answer (subject to negation and other
qualifiers). The second strategy targets numeri-
cal answers. Since it is unclear what kind of cor-
pora would contain the relevant information, we
turn to the Web in general: we use distributional
information retrieved via Web searches to assess
whether the numerical measure counts as a posi-
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Plan

1. NLP tasks
2. Rational Speech Acts (RSA) models
3. Pursuing RSA/NLP hybrids
4. Modular neural RSA models
5. RSA learning objectives
6. Bringing in Questions Under Discussion (QUDs)
7. Looking ahead
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Background: Goodman and Frank 2016; YouTube tutorial

https://youtu.be/bPd6CNy5UqA
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NLP tasks
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Go-tos

1. Discourse
2. Dialogue
3. Question answering
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Generating referring expressions

Context Utterance

xxxx xxxx xxxx blue

xxxx xxxx xxxx The darker blue one

xxxx xxxx xxxx dull pink not the super
bright one

xxxx xxxx xxxx Purple

xxxx xxxx xxxx blue

6 / 70

Stanford Colors in Context corpus
(Monroe et al. 2017)
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Discriminative image labeling

Dog

A little dog
jumping and
catching a
frisbee

A big dog
running
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Mao et al. 2016
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Discriminative image captioning
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Vedantam et al. 2017; Cohn-Gordon et al. 2018
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Discriminative image captioning
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Discriminative image captioning
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Vedantam et al. 2017; Cohn-Gordon et al. 2018
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Issue-sensitive image captioning
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Issue-sensitive image captioning

Which celebrities make the most money?
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Issue-sensitive image captioning

Which celebrities make the most money?

Lionel Messi is among the highest paid athletes in the world.
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Issue-sensitive image captioning

Famous Argentines
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Issue-sensitive image captioning

Famous Argentines

Lionel Messi hails from Rosario.
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Issue-sensitive image captioning

What’s the deal with soccer players’ hair?
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Issue-sensitive image captioning

What’s the deal with soccer players’ hair?

Lionel Messi is known for his elaborate hairstyles.
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Image description for accessibility
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Kreiss et al. 2021
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Summarization

Tennis champion Serena
Williams wobbled into the
Third Round of the
Australian Open on
Thursday.

Serena Williams
advances to Australian
Open Third Round.

Olympic Gold Medalist
Venus Williams advanced
to the US Open Semi-Finals
on Friday.

Golfer Lydia Ko eliminated
from British Open after
finishing 12 over par.

Sports Champion
advances in tournament.

Williams wobbled on
Thursday.
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Ongoing work with Hanson Lu and
Reuben Cohn-Gordon
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Machine translation

She chopped up the tree. Elle coupa l’arbre.

Elle coupé l’arbre.

She chopped down the tree. Elle a abattu l’arbre.

12 / 70

Cohn-Gordon and Goodman 2019
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Generating and following instructions
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Fried et al. 2018
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Collaborative problem solving

Help me! Hand me
the leg

Hand me the white
leg on the table
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Tellex et al. 2014
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Optical character recognition

1 1 7 1 1 1 7 7
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The Rational Speech Acts
model (RSA)
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Origin story

• Rosenberg and Cohen (1964): early Bayesian model of
production and comprehension

• Lewis (1969): signaling systems

• Rabin (1990): recursive strategic signaling

• Camerer et al. (2004): cognitive hierarchy models for
games of conflict and coordination

• Franke (2009) and Jäger (2007): iterated best response

• Golland et al. (2010): pragmatic listeners and
probabilistic compositionality

• Frank and Goodman (2012): very sophisticated
pragmatic agents and a new Bayesian foundation
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Pragmatic listeners

Pragmatic listener

Pragmatic speaker

Literal listener
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Pragmatic listeners

Pragmatic listener

Pragmatic speaker

Literal listener

Llit(state |msg) =
Jmsg, stateKP(state)

∑

state′Jmsg, state′KP(state′)
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Pragmatic listeners

Pragmatic listener

Pragmatic speaker

Sprag(msg | state) =
exp (α (logLlit(state |msg)− C(msg)))

∑

msg′ exp (α (logLlit(state |msg′)− C(msg′)))

Literal listener

Llit(state |msg) =
Jmsg, stateKP(state)

∑

state′Jmsg, state′KP(state′)
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Pragmatic listeners
Pragmatic listener

Lprag(state |msg) =
Sprag(msg | state)P(state)

∑

state′ Sprag(msg | state′)P(state′)

Pragmatic speaker

Sprag(msg | state) =
exp (α (logLlit(state |msg)− C(msg)))

∑

msg′ exp (α (logLlit(state |msg′)− C(msg′)))

Literal listener

Llit(state |msg) =
Jmsg, stateKP(state)

∑

state′Jmsg, state′KP(state′)
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Pragmatic listeners
Pragmatic listener

Lprag(state |msg) = pragmatic speaker× state prior

Pragmatic speaker

Sprag(msg | state) = literal listener−message costs

Literal listener

Llit(state |msg) = lexicon× state prior

18 / 70
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A simple example

beard 1 0 0

glasses 1 1 0

tie 0 1 1

Lprag

Sprag

Llit

J·K
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A simple example

beard 1 0 0

glasses .50 .50 0

tie 0 .50 .50

Lprag

Sprag

Llit

J·K

19 / 70
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A simple example

beard glasses tie

.67 .33 0

0 .50 .50

0 0 1

Lprag

Sprag

Llit

J·K

19 / 70
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A simple example

beard 1 0 0

glasses .40 .60 0

tie 0 0.33 .67

Lprag

Sprag

Llit

J·K

19 / 70
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Pragmatic speakers

Pragmatic speaker

Pragmatic listener

Literal speaker
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Pragmatic speakers

Pragmatic speaker

Pragmatic listener

Literal speaker

Slit(msg | state) =
exp (α (logJmsg, stateK− C(msg)))

∑

msg′ exp (α (logJmsg′, stateK− C(msg′)))
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Pragmatic speakers

Pragmatic speaker

Pragmatic listener

Lprag(state |msg) =
Slit(msg | state)P(state)

∑

state′ Slit(msg | state′)P(state′)

Literal speaker

Slit(msg | state) =
exp (α (logJmsg, stateK− C(msg)))

∑

msg′ exp (α (logJmsg′, stateK− C(msg′)))
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Pragmatic speakers
Pragmatic speaker

Sprag(msg | state) =
exp

�

α
�

logLprag(state |msg)− C(msg)
��

∑

msg′ exp
�

α
�

logLprag(state |msg′)− C(msg′)
��

Pragmatic listener

Lprag(state |msg) =
Slit(msg | state)P(state)

∑

state′ Slit(msg | state′)P(state′)

Literal speaker

Slit(msg | state) =
exp (α (logJmsg, stateK− C(msg)))

∑

msg′ exp (α (logJmsg′, stateK− C(msg′)))
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Pragmatic speakers
Pragmatic speaker

Sprag(msg | state) = pragmatic listener−message costs

Pragmatic listener

Lprag(state |msg) = literal speaker× state prior

Literal speaker

Slit(msg | state) = lexicon−message costs

20 / 70
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Major achievements

• M-implicatures (Bergen et al. 2016)

• Implicature blocking (Potts and Levy 2015)

• Implicatures and compositionality (Potts et al. 2016)

• Hyperbole (Kao et al. 2014b)

• Metaphor (Kao et al. 2014a)

• Irony (Cohn-Gordon and Bergen 2019)

• Politeness (Yoon et al. 2016, 2017)

• Social meaning (Burnett 2017; Qing and Cohn-Gordon
2019)

• Adaptation (Schuster and Degen 2019)
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Joint inference

Lprag(state,Context |msg)

Sprag(msg | state,Context)

22 / 70
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RSA/ML hybrids
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Motivation

• Discriminative image
labeling

• Image captioning
• Image description
• Summarization
• Machine translation
• Collaborative problem

solving
• Interpreting complex

descriptions
• Optical Character

Recognition

• Scalability
• Sensitivity to variation
• Bounded rationality
• New kinds of model

assessment
• Impact

24 / 70
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A formative challenge

Sprag(msg | state) =
exp (α (logLlit(state |msg)− C(msg)))

∑

msg′ exp (α (logLlit(state |msg′)− C(msg′)))

25 / 70
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Notational conventions

Logical semantic agents

Sprag(msg | state;Context, J·K)

SJ·K
prag(msg | state)

Learned agents

Sprag(msg | state;Context, θ)

Sθprag(msg | state)

26 / 70
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Modular neural RSA
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Papers employing these general techniques
• Andreas and Klein. 2016. Reasoning about pragmatics

with neural listeners and speakers. EMNLP.

• Fried, Andreas, Klein. 2018. Unified pragmatic models for
generating and following instructions. NAACL.

• Hawkins, Kwon, Sadigh, Goodman. 2019. Continual
adaptation for efficient machine communication. ICML
Workshop on Adaptive & Multitask Learning: Algorithms
& Systems.

• Monroe, Hawkins, Goodman, Potts. Colors in context: A
pragmatic neural model for grounded language
understanding. TACL.

• Monroe, Hu, Jong, Potts. 2018. Generating bilingual
pragmatic color references. NAACL.
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Stanford English Colors in Context corpus

Context Utterance

xxxx xxxx xxxx blue

xxxx xxxx xxxx The darker blue one

xxxx xxxx xxxx dull pink not the super
bright one

xxxx xxxx xxxx Purple

xxxx xxxx xxxx blue

29 / 70

Stanford Colors in Context corpus (Monroe et al. 2017).
Chinese version available as well (Monroe et al. 2018)!
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Literal neural speaker Sθ
lit

DecoderEncoder

target light<s> blue

x1 x37 x11

h1 h2 h3

w2 w3 w4

distractordistractor

30 / 70

Monroe et al. 2017
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Neural literal listener L0

Encoder Decoder

bluelight

x37 x11

h1 h2 (μ, Σ)

•  •  •

s1 s2 sT

f1 f2 fT
score(fi) = 
  –(fi – μ)TΣ(fi – μ)

c1 c2 cT

softmax(s1, s2, s3)

Fourier transform

31 / 70

Monroe et al. 2017
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The formative challenge again

Sprag(msg | state) =
exp (α (logLlit(state |msg)− C(msg)))

∑

msg′ exp (α (logLlit(state |msg′)− C(msg′)))

32 / 70
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Neural pragmatic agents

Neural pragmatic speaker (Andreas and Klein 2016)

Sθprag(msg | state) =
L0(state |msg)

∑

msg′∈X L0(state |msg′)

with X a sample from Sθlit(msg | state) such that msg ∈ X.

Neural pragmatic listener

L1(state |msg) ∝ Sθprag(msg | state)

Blended neural pragmatic listener

Weighted combination of L0 and L1.

33 / 70
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English Colors in Context results

70

80

90

100

close split far

condition

%
 c

or
re

ct

agent

literal (Lₒ)

pragmatic (Lₑ)

human
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Monroe et al. 2017
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Introspective image captioners

35 / 70

Vedantam et al. 2017
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Introspective speakers

∆(I, state, state′) =

argmaxmsg

�

λ logSθlit(msg | state; In) +

(1− λ) log
Sθlit(msg | state; In)

Sθlit(msg | state′; In)

�

Proportional to a standard RSA L1.
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Vedantam et al. 2017
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Diagnosing the role of introspection
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Vedantam et al. 2017
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Diagnosing the role of introspection
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The speaker normalization challenge again

Sprag(msg | state) =
exp (α (logLlit(state |msg)− C(msg)))

∑

msg′ exp (α (logLlit(state |msg′)− C(msg′)))

Sampling

Sθprag(msg | state) =
L0(state |msg)

∑

msg′∈X L0(state |msg′)

with X a sample from Sθlit(msg | state) such that msg ∈ X.

Cohn-Gordon et al. (2018)

Not good enough!
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The incremental RSA model

LWORD
0 (state | [word1 . . .wordn],word)

J·K
Encoder Decoder

bluelight

x37 x11

h1 h2 (μ, Σ)

•  •  •

s1 s2 sT

f1 f2 fT
score(fi) = 
  –(fi – μ)TΣ(fi – μ)

c1 c2 cT

softmax(s1, s2, s3)

Fourier transform

SWORD
1 (word | [word1 . . .wordn], state) =

LWORD
0 (state | [word1 . . .wordn],word)

∑

word′∈V LWORD
0 (state | [word1 . . .wordn],word′)

39 / 70

Cohn-Gordon et al. 2018, 2019
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Evaluation

Using a separately trained S0, apply Bayes Rule to create a
simple classifier (see also Newman et al. 2020). Each
context contains the target and 9 distractors.

Visual Genome
Model Common objects Confusable objects

Char S0 48.9 47.5
Char S1 68.0 65.9

Word S0 57.6 53.4
Word S1 60.6 57.6

40 / 70

Cohn-Gordon et al. 2018
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Papers employing the incremental technique

• Cohn-Gordon and Goodman. 2019. Lost in machine
translation: a method to reduce meaning loss. NAACL.

• Cohn-Gordon, Goodman, Potts. 2018. Pragmatically
informative image captioning with character-level
inference. SCiL.

• Cohn-Gordon, Goodman, Potts. 2019. An incremental
iterated response model of pragmatics. SCiL.

• Nie, Cohn-Gordon, Potts. 2020. Pragmatic issue-sensitive
image captioning. Findings of the EMNLP.
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Linguistic evidence for incremental pragmatics

Touch
the
red

+

42 / 70

Sedivy et al. 1999; Sedivy 2007; Grodner and Sedivy 2008
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RSA learning objectives
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TUNA furniture example

Utterance: “blue fan small”
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TUNA furniture example

Utterance: “blue fan small”
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TUNA furniture example

colour:green
orientation:left

size:small
type:fan

x-dimension:1
y-dimension:1

colour:green
orientation:left

size:small
type:sofa

x-dimension:1
y-dimension:2

colour:red
orientation:back

size:large
type:fan

x-dimension:1
y-dimension:3

colour:red
orientation:back

size:large
type:sofa

x-dimension:2
y-dimension:1

colour:blue
orientation:left

size:large
type:fan

x-dimension:2
y-dimension:2

colour:blue
orientation:left

size:large
type:sofa

x-dimension:3
y-dimension:1

colour:blue
orientation:left

size:small
type:fan

x-dimension:3
y-dimension:3

Utterance: “blue fan small”
Utterance attributes: [colour:blue]; [size:small]; [type:fan]
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TUNA people example

Utterance: “The bald man with a beard”
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TUNA people example
age:old

hairColour:light
hasBeard:1

hasGlasses:0
hasHair:0
hasShirt:1
hasSuit:0
hasTie:0

type:person

age:young
hairColour:dark

hasBeard:0
hasGlasses:0

hasHair:1
hasShirt:1
hasSuit:0
hasTie:0

type:person

age:young
hairColour:dark

hasBeard:1
hasGlasses:0

hasHair:1
hasShirt:1
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Utterance: “The bald man with a beard”
Utterance attributes: [hasBeard:1]; [hasHair:0]; [type:person]
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Forward inference

  

Learning through RSA

⊙
ϕ θ

“beard”

“guy with the beard”

“guy with glasses”

...

S0(m|t ,θ)∝exp [θT ϕ(t ,m)]

L1(t|m ,θ)∝S0(m|t ,θ)

S1(m|t ,θ)∝L1(t|m ,θ)

hasBeard:1

hasGlasses:1
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Optimization

  

Learning through RSA

“guy with the beard”

⊙
ϕ θ

“beard”

“guy with the beard”

“guy with glasses”

...

∂
∂θ log S1(m|t ,θ)

hasBeard:1

hasGlasses:1

Enumerate all states
and messages
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Limitations

• Scalability

• Sensitivity to variation

• Bounded rationality

• New kinds of model assessment

• Impact
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Abstract
We propose a method that can generate an unambigu-

ous description (known as a referring expression) of a spe-
cific object or region in an image, and which can also com-
prehend or interpret such an expression to infer which ob-
ject is being described. We show that our method outper-
forms previous methods that generate descriptions of ob-
jects without taking into account other potentially ambigu-
ous objects in the scene. Our model is inspired by recent
successes of deep learning methods for image captioning,
but while image captioning is difficult to evaluate, our task
allows for easy objective evaluation. We also present a new
large-scale dataset for referring expressions, based on MS-
COCO. We have released the dataset and a toolbox for visu-
alization and evaluation, see https://github.com/
mjhucla/Google_Refexp_toolbox.

1. Introduction
There has been a lot of recent interest in generating text

descriptions of images (see e.g., [13, 53, 9, 5, 12, 26, 28, 40,
55, 8]). However, fundamentally this problem of image cap-
tioning is subjective and ill-posed. With so many valid ways
to describe any given image, automatic captioning methods
are thus notoriously difficult to evaluate. In particular, how
can we decide that one sentence is a better description of an
image than another?

In this paper, we focus on a special case of text genera-
tion given images, where the goal is to generate an unam-
biguous text description that applies to exactly one object or
region in the image. Such a description is known as a “refer-
ring expression” [50, 52, 41, 42, 14, 19, 27]. This approach
has a major advantage over generic image captioning, since
there is a well-defined performance metric: a referring ex-
pression is considered to be good if it uniquely describes
the relevant object or region within its context, such that a
listener can comprehend the description and then recover
the location of the original object. In addition, because of
the discriminative nature of the task, referring expressions
tend to be more detailed (and therefore more useful) than
image captions. Finally, it is easier to collect training data

The major part of this work was done while J. Mao and O. Camburu
were interns at Google Inc.

“The man who is 
touching his head.”

Whole frame image

Object bounding box

Referring 
Expression

Our Model

Whole frame image 
& Region proposals

Description Generation Description Comprehension

Chosen region in red

Input Input

Input

InputOutput

Output

Figure 1. Illustration of our generation and comprehension system.
On the left we see that the system is given an image and a region
of interest; it describes it as “the man who is touching his head”,
which is unambiguous (unlike other possible expressions, such as
“the man wearing blue”, which would be unclear). On the right we
see that the system is given an image, an expression, and a set of
candidate regions (bounding boxes), and it selects the region that
corresponds to the expression.

to “cover” the space of reasonable referring expressions for
a given object than it is for a whole image.

We consider two problems: (1) description generation,
in which we must generate a text expression that uniquely
pinpoints a highlighted object/region in the image and (2)
description comprehension, in which we must automati-
cally select an object given a text expression that refers to
this object (see Figure 1). Most prior work in the litera-
ture has focused exclusively on description generation (e.g.,
[31, 27]). Golland et al. [19] consider generation and com-
prehension, but they do not process real world images.

In this paper, we jointly model both tasks of description
generation and comprehension, using state-of-the-art deep
learning approaches to handle real images and text. Specif-
ically, our model is based upon recently developed methods
that combine convolutional neural networks (CNNs) with
recurrent neural networks (RNNs). We demonstrate that
our model outperforms a baseline which generates referring
expressions without regard to the listener who must com-
prehend the expression. We also show that our model can
be trained in a semi-supervised fashion, by automatically
generating descriptions for image regions.

Being able to generate and comprehend object descrip-
tions is critical in a number of applications that use nat-
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Abstract

We introduce an inference technique to produce discrim-
inative context-aware image captions (captions that de-
scribe differences between images or visual concepts) using
only generic context-agnostic training data (captions that
describe a concept or an image in isolation). For exam-
ple, given images and captions of “siamese cat” and “tiger
cat”, we generate language that describes the “siamese
cat” in a way that distinguishes it from “tiger cat”. Our
key novelty is that we show how to do joint inference over
a language model that is context-agnostic and a listener
which distinguishes closely-related concepts. We first ap-
ply our technique to a justification task, namely to describe
why an image contains a particular fine-grained category
as opposed to another closely-related category of the CUB-
200-2011 dataset. We then study discriminative image cap-
tioning to generate language that uniquely refers to one
of two semantically-similar images in the COCO dataset.
Evaluations with discriminative ground truth for justifica-
tion and human studies for discriminative image captioning
reveal that our approach outperforms baseline generative
and speaker-listener approaches for discrimination.

1. Introduction

Language is the primary modality for communicating,
and representing knowledge. To convey relevant informa-
tion, we often use language in a way that takes into account
context. For example, instead of describing a situation in a
“literal” way, one might pragmatically emphasize selected
aspects in order to be persuasive, impactful or effective.
Consider the target image at the bottom left in Fig. 1. A
literal description “An airplane is flying in the sky” conveys
the semantics of the image, but would be inadequate if the
goal was to disambiguate this image from the distractor im-
age (bottom right). For this purpose, a more pragmatic de-
scription would be, “A large passenger jet flying through a
blue sky”. This description is aware of context, namely, that
the distractor image also has an airplane. People use such
pragmatic considerations continuously, and effortlessly in

Figure 1: An illustration of two tasks requiring pragmatic reasoning ex-
plored in this paper. 1) justification: Given an image of a bird, a target
(ground-truth) class (green), and a distractor class (red), describe the target
image to explain why it belongs to the target class, and not the distractor
class. The distractor class images are only shown for illustration, and are
not provided to the algorithm. 2) discriminative image captioning: Given
two similar images, produce a sentence to identify a target image (green)
from the distractor image (red). Our introspective speaker model improves
over a context-free speaker.

teaching, conversation and discussions.

In this vein, it is desirable to endow machines with prag-
matic reasoning. One approach would be to collect training
data of language used in context, for example, discrimina-
tive ground truth utterances from people describing images
in context of other images, or justifications explaining why
an image contains a target class as opposed to a distractor
class (Fig. 1). Unfortunately, collecting such data has a pro-
hibitive cost, since the space of objects in possible contexts
is often too large. Furthermore, in some cases the context
in which we wish to be pragmatic may be unknown apri-
ori. For example, a free-form conversation agent may have
to respond in a context-aware or discriminative fashion de-
pending upon the history of a conversation. Such scenarios
also arise in human-robot interaction, as in the case where,
a robot may need to reason about which spoon a person is
asking for. Thus, in this paper, we focus on deriving prag-
matic (context-aware) behavior given access only to generic
(context-agnostic) ground truth.
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Google Refexp Dataset

A boy brushing his hair 
while looking at his 
reflection.

A young male child in 
pajamas shaking around a 
hairbrush in the mirror.

Zebra looking towards 
the camera.

A zebra third from the 
left.

The black and yellow 
backpack sitting on top 
of a suitcase.

A yellow and black 
back pack sitting on top 
of a blue suitcase.

A girl wearing glasses 
and a pink shirt.

An Asian girl with a 
pink shirt eating at the 
table.

An apple desktop 
computer.

The white IMac 
computer that is also 
turned on.

A bird that is close to 
the baby in a pink shirt.

A bird standing on the 
shoulder of a person 
with its tail touching her 
face.

The woman in black 
dress.

A lady in a black dress 
cuts a wedding cake 
with her new husband.

A woman in a 
flowered shirt.

Woman in red shirt.

Figure 2. Some sample images from our Google Refexp (G-Ref) dataset. We use a green dot to indicate the object that the descriptions
refer to. Since the dataset is based on MS COCO, we have access to the original annotations such as the object mask and category. Some
of the objects are hard to describe, e.g., in the third image in the first row, we need to distinguish the boy from his reflection in the mirror.

Bottom left apple.

Bottom left.

The bottom apple.

Green apple on the bottom-left corner, 
under the lemon and on the left of the 
orange.

A green apple on the left of a orange.

Goalie.

Right dude.

Orange shirt.

The goalie wearing an orange and 
black shirt.

A male soccer goalkeeper wearing an 
orange jersey in front of a player ready 
to score.

UNC-Ref-COCO (UNC-Ref) Google Refexp (G-Ref)

Figure 3. Comparison between the G-Ref and UNC-Ref dataset.

Two drawbacks of this dataset, however, are that (1) the im-
ages sometimes only contain one object of a given class,
allowing speakers to use short descriptions without risking
ambiguity, and (2) the ImageCLEF dataset focuses mostly
on “stuff” (i.e. context) rather than “things” (i.e. objects).

In this paper, we use a similar methodology to that
of [27], but building instead on top of the MSCOCO dataset
[37], which contains more than 300,000 images, with 80
categories of objects segmented at the instance level.

For each image, we selected objects if (1) there are be-
tween 2 and 4 instances of the same object type within the
same image, and (2) if their bounding boxes occupy at least
5% of image area. This resulted in selecting 54,822 ob-
jects from 26,711 images. We constructed a Mechanical
Turk task in which we presented each object in each image
(by highlighting the object mask) to a worker whose task
was to generate a unique text description of this object. We
then used a second task in which a different worker was
presented with the image and description, and was asked to
click inside the object being referred to. If the selected point
was inside the original object’s segmentation mask, we con-
sidered the description as valid, and kept it, otherwise we
discarded it and re-annotated it by another worker. We re-
peated these description generation and verification tasks on
Mechanical Turk iteratively up to three times. In this way,
we selected 104,560 expressions. Each object has on aver-
age 1.91 expressions, and each image has on average 3.91
expressions. This dataset (released) is denoted as Google
Refexp dataset and some samples are shown in Figure 2.

While we were collecting our dataset, we learned that
Tamara Berg had independently applied her ReferIt game

[27] to the MSCOCO dataset to generate expressions for
50,000 objects from 19,994 images. She kindly shared
her data (named as UNC-Ref-COCO dataset) with us. For
brevity, we call our Google Refexp dataset as G-Ref and
the UNC-Ref-COCO as UNC-ref. We report results on
both datasets in this paper. However, due to differences in
our collection methodologies, we have found that the de-
scriptions in the two overlapped datasets exhibit significant
qualitative differences, with descriptions in the UNC-Ref
dataset tending to be more concise and to contain less flow-
ery language than our descriptions. 1 More specifically, the
average lengths of expressions from our dataset and UNC-
Ref are 8.43 and 3.61 respectively. And the size of the
word dictionaries (keeping only words appearing more than
3 times) from our dataset and UNC-Ref are 4849 and 2890
respectively. See Figure 3 for some visual comparisons.

4. Tasks
In this section, we describe at a high level how we solve

the two main tasks of description and generation. We will
describe the model details and training in the next section.
4.1. Generation

In the description generation task, the system is given
a full image and a target object (specified via a bound-
ing box), and it must generate a referring expression
for the target object. Formally, the task is to compute
argmaxSp(S|R, I), where S is a sentence, R is a region,
and I is an image.

Since we will use RNNs to represent p(S|R, I), we can
generate S one word at a time until we generate an end of
sentence symbol. Computing the globally most probable
sentence is hard, but we can use beam search to approx-
imately find the most probable sentences (we use a beam
size of 3). This is very similar to a standard image caption-
ing task, except the input is a region instead of a full image.
The main difference is that we will train our model to gener-
ate descriptions that distinguish the input region from other
candidate regions.

1According to our personal communication with the authors of the
UNC-Ref dataset, the instruction and reward rule of UNC-Ref encourages
the annotators to give a concise description in a limited time, while in our
G-Ref dataset, we encourage the annotators to give rich and natural de-
scriptions. This leads to different styles of annotations.
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Two drawbacks of this dataset, however, are that (1) the im-
ages sometimes only contain one object of a given class,
allowing speakers to use short descriptions without risking
ambiguity, and (2) the ImageCLEF dataset focuses mostly
on “stuff” (i.e. context) rather than “things” (i.e. objects).

In this paper, we use a similar methodology to that
of [27], but building instead on top of the MSCOCO dataset
[37], which contains more than 300,000 images, with 80
categories of objects segmented at the instance level.

For each image, we selected objects if (1) there are be-
tween 2 and 4 instances of the same object type within the
same image, and (2) if their bounding boxes occupy at least
5% of image area. This resulted in selecting 54,822 ob-
jects from 26,711 images. We constructed a Mechanical
Turk task in which we presented each object in each image
(by highlighting the object mask) to a worker whose task
was to generate a unique text description of this object. We
then used a second task in which a different worker was
presented with the image and description, and was asked to
click inside the object being referred to. If the selected point
was inside the original object’s segmentation mask, we con-
sidered the description as valid, and kept it, otherwise we
discarded it and re-annotated it by another worker. We re-
peated these description generation and verification tasks on
Mechanical Turk iteratively up to three times. In this way,
we selected 104,560 expressions. Each object has on aver-
age 1.91 expressions, and each image has on average 3.91
expressions. This dataset (released) is denoted as Google
Refexp dataset and some samples are shown in Figure 2.

While we were collecting our dataset, we learned that
Tamara Berg had independently applied her ReferIt game

[27] to the MSCOCO dataset to generate expressions for
50,000 objects from 19,994 images. She kindly shared
her data (named as UNC-Ref-COCO dataset) with us. For
brevity, we call our Google Refexp dataset as G-Ref and
the UNC-Ref-COCO as UNC-ref. We report results on
both datasets in this paper. However, due to differences in
our collection methodologies, we have found that the de-
scriptions in the two overlapped datasets exhibit significant
qualitative differences, with descriptions in the UNC-Ref
dataset tending to be more concise and to contain less flow-
ery language than our descriptions. 1 More specifically, the
average lengths of expressions from our dataset and UNC-
Ref are 8.43 and 3.61 respectively. And the size of the
word dictionaries (keeping only words appearing more than
3 times) from our dataset and UNC-Ref are 4849 and 2890
respectively. See Figure 3 for some visual comparisons.

4. Tasks
In this section, we describe at a high level how we solve

the two main tasks of description and generation. We will
describe the model details and training in the next section.
4.1. Generation

In the description generation task, the system is given
a full image and a target object (specified via a bound-
ing box), and it must generate a referring expression
for the target object. Formally, the task is to compute
argmaxSp(S|R, I), where S is a sentence, R is a region,
and I is an image.

Since we will use RNNs to represent p(S|R, I), we can
generate S one word at a time until we generate an end of
sentence symbol. Computing the globally most probable
sentence is hard, but we can use beam search to approx-
imately find the most probable sentences (we use a beam
size of 3). This is very similar to a standard image caption-
ing task, except the input is a region instead of a full image.
The main difference is that we will train our model to gener-
ate descriptions that distinguish the input region from other
candidate regions.

1According to our personal communication with the authors of the
UNC-Ref dataset, the instruction and reward rule of UNC-Ref encourages
the annotators to give a concise description in a limited time, while in our
G-Ref dataset, we encourage the annotators to give rich and natural de-
scriptions. This leads to different styles of annotations.
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Two drawbacks of this dataset, however, are that (1) the im-
ages sometimes only contain one object of a given class,
allowing speakers to use short descriptions without risking
ambiguity, and (2) the ImageCLEF dataset focuses mostly
on “stuff” (i.e. context) rather than “things” (i.e. objects).

In this paper, we use a similar methodology to that
of [27], but building instead on top of the MSCOCO dataset
[37], which contains more than 300,000 images, with 80
categories of objects segmented at the instance level.

For each image, we selected objects if (1) there are be-
tween 2 and 4 instances of the same object type within the
same image, and (2) if their bounding boxes occupy at least
5% of image area. This resulted in selecting 54,822 ob-
jects from 26,711 images. We constructed a Mechanical
Turk task in which we presented each object in each image
(by highlighting the object mask) to a worker whose task
was to generate a unique text description of this object. We
then used a second task in which a different worker was
presented with the image and description, and was asked to
click inside the object being referred to. If the selected point
was inside the original object’s segmentation mask, we con-
sidered the description as valid, and kept it, otherwise we
discarded it and re-annotated it by another worker. We re-
peated these description generation and verification tasks on
Mechanical Turk iteratively up to three times. In this way,
we selected 104,560 expressions. Each object has on aver-
age 1.91 expressions, and each image has on average 3.91
expressions. This dataset (released) is denoted as Google
Refexp dataset and some samples are shown in Figure 2.

While we were collecting our dataset, we learned that
Tamara Berg had independently applied her ReferIt game

[27] to the MSCOCO dataset to generate expressions for
50,000 objects from 19,994 images. She kindly shared
her data (named as UNC-Ref-COCO dataset) with us. For
brevity, we call our Google Refexp dataset as G-Ref and
the UNC-Ref-COCO as UNC-ref. We report results on
both datasets in this paper. However, due to differences in
our collection methodologies, we have found that the de-
scriptions in the two overlapped datasets exhibit significant
qualitative differences, with descriptions in the UNC-Ref
dataset tending to be more concise and to contain less flow-
ery language than our descriptions. 1 More specifically, the
average lengths of expressions from our dataset and UNC-
Ref are 8.43 and 3.61 respectively. And the size of the
word dictionaries (keeping only words appearing more than
3 times) from our dataset and UNC-Ref are 4849 and 2890
respectively. See Figure 3 for some visual comparisons.

4. Tasks
In this section, we describe at a high level how we solve

the two main tasks of description and generation. We will
describe the model details and training in the next section.
4.1. Generation

In the description generation task, the system is given
a full image and a target object (specified via a bound-
ing box), and it must generate a referring expression
for the target object. Formally, the task is to compute
argmaxSp(S|R, I), where S is a sentence, R is a region,
and I is an image.

Since we will use RNNs to represent p(S|R, I), we can
generate S one word at a time until we generate an end of
sentence symbol. Computing the globally most probable
sentence is hard, but we can use beam search to approx-
imately find the most probable sentences (we use a beam
size of 3). This is very similar to a standard image caption-
ing task, except the input is a region instead of a full image.
The main difference is that we will train our model to gener-
ate descriptions that distinguish the input region from other
candidate regions.

1According to our personal communication with the authors of the
UNC-Ref dataset, the instruction and reward rule of UNC-Ref encourages
the annotators to give a concise description in a limited time, while in our
G-Ref dataset, we encourage the annotators to give rich and natural de-
scriptions. This leads to different styles of annotations.
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of the objects are hard to describe, e.g., in the third image in the first row, we need to distinguish the boy from his reflection in the mirror.
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Two drawbacks of this dataset, however, are that (1) the im-
ages sometimes only contain one object of a given class,
allowing speakers to use short descriptions without risking
ambiguity, and (2) the ImageCLEF dataset focuses mostly
on “stuff” (i.e. context) rather than “things” (i.e. objects).

In this paper, we use a similar methodology to that
of [27], but building instead on top of the MSCOCO dataset
[37], which contains more than 300,000 images, with 80
categories of objects segmented at the instance level.

For each image, we selected objects if (1) there are be-
tween 2 and 4 instances of the same object type within the
same image, and (2) if their bounding boxes occupy at least
5% of image area. This resulted in selecting 54,822 ob-
jects from 26,711 images. We constructed a Mechanical
Turk task in which we presented each object in each image
(by highlighting the object mask) to a worker whose task
was to generate a unique text description of this object. We
then used a second task in which a different worker was
presented with the image and description, and was asked to
click inside the object being referred to. If the selected point
was inside the original object’s segmentation mask, we con-
sidered the description as valid, and kept it, otherwise we
discarded it and re-annotated it by another worker. We re-
peated these description generation and verification tasks on
Mechanical Turk iteratively up to three times. In this way,
we selected 104,560 expressions. Each object has on aver-
age 1.91 expressions, and each image has on average 3.91
expressions. This dataset (released) is denoted as Google
Refexp dataset and some samples are shown in Figure 2.

While we were collecting our dataset, we learned that
Tamara Berg had independently applied her ReferIt game

[27] to the MSCOCO dataset to generate expressions for
50,000 objects from 19,994 images. She kindly shared
her data (named as UNC-Ref-COCO dataset) with us. For
brevity, we call our Google Refexp dataset as G-Ref and
the UNC-Ref-COCO as UNC-ref. We report results on
both datasets in this paper. However, due to differences in
our collection methodologies, we have found that the de-
scriptions in the two overlapped datasets exhibit significant
qualitative differences, with descriptions in the UNC-Ref
dataset tending to be more concise and to contain less flow-
ery language than our descriptions. 1 More specifically, the
average lengths of expressions from our dataset and UNC-
Ref are 8.43 and 3.61 respectively. And the size of the
word dictionaries (keeping only words appearing more than
3 times) from our dataset and UNC-Ref are 4849 and 2890
respectively. See Figure 3 for some visual comparisons.

4. Tasks
In this section, we describe at a high level how we solve

the two main tasks of description and generation. We will
describe the model details and training in the next section.
4.1. Generation

In the description generation task, the system is given
a full image and a target object (specified via a bound-
ing box), and it must generate a referring expression
for the target object. Formally, the task is to compute
argmaxSp(S|R, I), where S is a sentence, R is a region,
and I is an image.

Since we will use RNNs to represent p(S|R, I), we can
generate S one word at a time until we generate an end of
sentence symbol. Computing the globally most probable
sentence is hard, but we can use beam search to approx-
imately find the most probable sentences (we use a beam
size of 3). This is very similar to a standard image caption-
ing task, except the input is a region instead of a full image.
The main difference is that we will train our model to gener-
ate descriptions that distinguish the input region from other
candidate regions.

1According to our personal communication with the authors of the
UNC-Ref dataset, the instruction and reward rule of UNC-Ref encourages
the annotators to give a concise description in a limited time, while in our
G-Ref dataset, we encourage the annotators to give rich and natural de-
scriptions. This leads to different styles of annotations.
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Two drawbacks of this dataset, however, are that (1) the im-
ages sometimes only contain one object of a given class,
allowing speakers to use short descriptions without risking
ambiguity, and (2) the ImageCLEF dataset focuses mostly
on “stuff” (i.e. context) rather than “things” (i.e. objects).

In this paper, we use a similar methodology to that
of [27], but building instead on top of the MSCOCO dataset
[37], which contains more than 300,000 images, with 80
categories of objects segmented at the instance level.

For each image, we selected objects if (1) there are be-
tween 2 and 4 instances of the same object type within the
same image, and (2) if their bounding boxes occupy at least
5% of image area. This resulted in selecting 54,822 ob-
jects from 26,711 images. We constructed a Mechanical
Turk task in which we presented each object in each image
(by highlighting the object mask) to a worker whose task
was to generate a unique text description of this object. We
then used a second task in which a different worker was
presented with the image and description, and was asked to
click inside the object being referred to. If the selected point
was inside the original object’s segmentation mask, we con-
sidered the description as valid, and kept it, otherwise we
discarded it and re-annotated it by another worker. We re-
peated these description generation and verification tasks on
Mechanical Turk iteratively up to three times. In this way,
we selected 104,560 expressions. Each object has on aver-
age 1.91 expressions, and each image has on average 3.91
expressions. This dataset (released) is denoted as Google
Refexp dataset and some samples are shown in Figure 2.

While we were collecting our dataset, we learned that
Tamara Berg had independently applied her ReferIt game

[27] to the MSCOCO dataset to generate expressions for
50,000 objects from 19,994 images. She kindly shared
her data (named as UNC-Ref-COCO dataset) with us. For
brevity, we call our Google Refexp dataset as G-Ref and
the UNC-Ref-COCO as UNC-ref. We report results on
both datasets in this paper. However, due to differences in
our collection methodologies, we have found that the de-
scriptions in the two overlapped datasets exhibit significant
qualitative differences, with descriptions in the UNC-Ref
dataset tending to be more concise and to contain less flow-
ery language than our descriptions. 1 More specifically, the
average lengths of expressions from our dataset and UNC-
Ref are 8.43 and 3.61 respectively. And the size of the
word dictionaries (keeping only words appearing more than
3 times) from our dataset and UNC-Ref are 4849 and 2890
respectively. See Figure 3 for some visual comparisons.

4. Tasks
In this section, we describe at a high level how we solve

the two main tasks of description and generation. We will
describe the model details and training in the next section.
4.1. Generation

In the description generation task, the system is given
a full image and a target object (specified via a bound-
ing box), and it must generate a referring expression
for the target object. Formally, the task is to compute
argmaxSp(S|R, I), where S is a sentence, R is a region,
and I is an image.

Since we will use RNNs to represent p(S|R, I), we can
generate S one word at a time until we generate an end of
sentence symbol. Computing the globally most probable
sentence is hard, but we can use beam search to approx-
imately find the most probable sentences (we use a beam
size of 3). This is very similar to a standard image caption-
ing task, except the input is a region instead of a full image.
The main difference is that we will train our model to gener-
ate descriptions that distinguish the input region from other
candidate regions.

1According to our personal communication with the authors of the
UNC-Ref dataset, the instruction and reward rule of UNC-Ref encourages
the annotators to give a concise description in a limited time, while in our
G-Ref dataset, we encourage the annotators to give rich and natural de-
scriptions. This leads to different styles of annotations.
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Two drawbacks of this dataset, however, are that (1) the im-
ages sometimes only contain one object of a given class,
allowing speakers to use short descriptions without risking
ambiguity, and (2) the ImageCLEF dataset focuses mostly
on “stuff” (i.e. context) rather than “things” (i.e. objects).

In this paper, we use a similar methodology to that
of [27], but building instead on top of the MSCOCO dataset
[37], which contains more than 300,000 images, with 80
categories of objects segmented at the instance level.

For each image, we selected objects if (1) there are be-
tween 2 and 4 instances of the same object type within the
same image, and (2) if their bounding boxes occupy at least
5% of image area. This resulted in selecting 54,822 ob-
jects from 26,711 images. We constructed a Mechanical
Turk task in which we presented each object in each image
(by highlighting the object mask) to a worker whose task
was to generate a unique text description of this object. We
then used a second task in which a different worker was
presented with the image and description, and was asked to
click inside the object being referred to. If the selected point
was inside the original object’s segmentation mask, we con-
sidered the description as valid, and kept it, otherwise we
discarded it and re-annotated it by another worker. We re-
peated these description generation and verification tasks on
Mechanical Turk iteratively up to three times. In this way,
we selected 104,560 expressions. Each object has on aver-
age 1.91 expressions, and each image has on average 3.91
expressions. This dataset (released) is denoted as Google
Refexp dataset and some samples are shown in Figure 2.

While we were collecting our dataset, we learned that
Tamara Berg had independently applied her ReferIt game

[27] to the MSCOCO dataset to generate expressions for
50,000 objects from 19,994 images. She kindly shared
her data (named as UNC-Ref-COCO dataset) with us. For
brevity, we call our Google Refexp dataset as G-Ref and
the UNC-Ref-COCO as UNC-ref. We report results on
both datasets in this paper. However, due to differences in
our collection methodologies, we have found that the de-
scriptions in the two overlapped datasets exhibit significant
qualitative differences, with descriptions in the UNC-Ref
dataset tending to be more concise and to contain less flow-
ery language than our descriptions. 1 More specifically, the
average lengths of expressions from our dataset and UNC-
Ref are 8.43 and 3.61 respectively. And the size of the
word dictionaries (keeping only words appearing more than
3 times) from our dataset and UNC-Ref are 4849 and 2890
respectively. See Figure 3 for some visual comparisons.

4. Tasks
In this section, we describe at a high level how we solve

the two main tasks of description and generation. We will
describe the model details and training in the next section.
4.1. Generation

In the description generation task, the system is given
a full image and a target object (specified via a bound-
ing box), and it must generate a referring expression
for the target object. Formally, the task is to compute
argmaxSp(S|R, I), where S is a sentence, R is a region,
and I is an image.

Since we will use RNNs to represent p(S|R, I), we can
generate S one word at a time until we generate an end of
sentence symbol. Computing the globally most probable
sentence is hard, but we can use beam search to approx-
imately find the most probable sentences (we use a beam
size of 3). This is very similar to a standard image caption-
ing task, except the input is a region instead of a full image.
The main difference is that we will train our model to gener-
ate descriptions that distinguish the input region from other
candidate regions.

1According to our personal communication with the authors of the
UNC-Ref dataset, the instruction and reward rule of UNC-Ref encourages
the annotators to give a concise description in a limited time, while in our
G-Ref dataset, we encourage the annotators to give rich and natural de-
scriptions. This leads to different styles of annotations.
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Two drawbacks of this dataset, however, are that (1) the im-
ages sometimes only contain one object of a given class,
allowing speakers to use short descriptions without risking
ambiguity, and (2) the ImageCLEF dataset focuses mostly
on “stuff” (i.e. context) rather than “things” (i.e. objects).

In this paper, we use a similar methodology to that
of [27], but building instead on top of the MSCOCO dataset
[37], which contains more than 300,000 images, with 80
categories of objects segmented at the instance level.

For each image, we selected objects if (1) there are be-
tween 2 and 4 instances of the same object type within the
same image, and (2) if their bounding boxes occupy at least
5% of image area. This resulted in selecting 54,822 ob-
jects from 26,711 images. We constructed a Mechanical
Turk task in which we presented each object in each image
(by highlighting the object mask) to a worker whose task
was to generate a unique text description of this object. We
then used a second task in which a different worker was
presented with the image and description, and was asked to
click inside the object being referred to. If the selected point
was inside the original object’s segmentation mask, we con-
sidered the description as valid, and kept it, otherwise we
discarded it and re-annotated it by another worker. We re-
peated these description generation and verification tasks on
Mechanical Turk iteratively up to three times. In this way,
we selected 104,560 expressions. Each object has on aver-
age 1.91 expressions, and each image has on average 3.91
expressions. This dataset (released) is denoted as Google
Refexp dataset and some samples are shown in Figure 2.

While we were collecting our dataset, we learned that
Tamara Berg had independently applied her ReferIt game

[27] to the MSCOCO dataset to generate expressions for
50,000 objects from 19,994 images. She kindly shared
her data (named as UNC-Ref-COCO dataset) with us. For
brevity, we call our Google Refexp dataset as G-Ref and
the UNC-Ref-COCO as UNC-ref. We report results on
both datasets in this paper. However, due to differences in
our collection methodologies, we have found that the de-
scriptions in the two overlapped datasets exhibit significant
qualitative differences, with descriptions in the UNC-Ref
dataset tending to be more concise and to contain less flow-
ery language than our descriptions. 1 More specifically, the
average lengths of expressions from our dataset and UNC-
Ref are 8.43 and 3.61 respectively. And the size of the
word dictionaries (keeping only words appearing more than
3 times) from our dataset and UNC-Ref are 4849 and 2890
respectively. See Figure 3 for some visual comparisons.

4. Tasks
In this section, we describe at a high level how we solve

the two main tasks of description and generation. We will
describe the model details and training in the next section.
4.1. Generation

In the description generation task, the system is given
a full image and a target object (specified via a bound-
ing box), and it must generate a referring expression
for the target object. Formally, the task is to compute
argmaxSp(S|R, I), where S is a sentence, R is a region,
and I is an image.

Since we will use RNNs to represent p(S|R, I), we can
generate S one word at a time until we generate an end of
sentence symbol. Computing the globally most probable
sentence is hard, but we can use beam search to approx-
imately find the most probable sentences (we use a beam
size of 3). This is very similar to a standard image caption-
ing task, except the input is a region instead of a full image.
The main difference is that we will train our model to gener-
ate descriptions that distinguish the input region from other
candidate regions.

1According to our personal communication with the authors of the
UNC-Ref dataset, the instruction and reward rule of UNC-Ref encourages
the annotators to give a concise description in a limited time, while in our
G-Ref dataset, we encourage the annotators to give rich and natural de-
scriptions. This leads to different styles of annotations.
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Two drawbacks of this dataset, however, are that (1) the im-
ages sometimes only contain one object of a given class,
allowing speakers to use short descriptions without risking
ambiguity, and (2) the ImageCLEF dataset focuses mostly
on “stuff” (i.e. context) rather than “things” (i.e. objects).

In this paper, we use a similar methodology to that
of [27], but building instead on top of the MSCOCO dataset
[37], which contains more than 300,000 images, with 80
categories of objects segmented at the instance level.

For each image, we selected objects if (1) there are be-
tween 2 and 4 instances of the same object type within the
same image, and (2) if their bounding boxes occupy at least
5% of image area. This resulted in selecting 54,822 ob-
jects from 26,711 images. We constructed a Mechanical
Turk task in which we presented each object in each image
(by highlighting the object mask) to a worker whose task
was to generate a unique text description of this object. We
then used a second task in which a different worker was
presented with the image and description, and was asked to
click inside the object being referred to. If the selected point
was inside the original object’s segmentation mask, we con-
sidered the description as valid, and kept it, otherwise we
discarded it and re-annotated it by another worker. We re-
peated these description generation and verification tasks on
Mechanical Turk iteratively up to three times. In this way,
we selected 104,560 expressions. Each object has on aver-
age 1.91 expressions, and each image has on average 3.91
expressions. This dataset (released) is denoted as Google
Refexp dataset and some samples are shown in Figure 2.

While we were collecting our dataset, we learned that
Tamara Berg had independently applied her ReferIt game

[27] to the MSCOCO dataset to generate expressions for
50,000 objects from 19,994 images. She kindly shared
her data (named as UNC-Ref-COCO dataset) with us. For
brevity, we call our Google Refexp dataset as G-Ref and
the UNC-Ref-COCO as UNC-ref. We report results on
both datasets in this paper. However, due to differences in
our collection methodologies, we have found that the de-
scriptions in the two overlapped datasets exhibit significant
qualitative differences, with descriptions in the UNC-Ref
dataset tending to be more concise and to contain less flow-
ery language than our descriptions. 1 More specifically, the
average lengths of expressions from our dataset and UNC-
Ref are 8.43 and 3.61 respectively. And the size of the
word dictionaries (keeping only words appearing more than
3 times) from our dataset and UNC-Ref are 4849 and 2890
respectively. See Figure 3 for some visual comparisons.
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In this section, we describe at a high level how we solve

the two main tasks of description and generation. We will
describe the model details and training in the next section.
4.1. Generation

In the description generation task, the system is given
a full image and a target object (specified via a bound-
ing box), and it must generate a referring expression
for the target object. Formally, the task is to compute
argmaxSp(S|R, I), where S is a sentence, R is a region,
and I is an image.

Since we will use RNNs to represent p(S|R, I), we can
generate S one word at a time until we generate an end of
sentence symbol. Computing the globally most probable
sentence is hard, but we can use beam search to approx-
imately find the most probable sentences (we use a beam
size of 3). This is very similar to a standard image caption-
ing task, except the input is a region instead of a full image.
The main difference is that we will train our model to gener-
ate descriptions that distinguish the input region from other
candidate regions.

1According to our personal communication with the authors of the
UNC-Ref dataset, the instruction and reward rule of UNC-Ref encourages
the annotators to give a concise description in a limited time, while in our
G-Ref dataset, we encourage the annotators to give rich and natural de-
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Bottom left.

The bottom apple.

Green apple on the bottom-left corner, 
under the lemon and on the left of the 
orange.

A green apple on the left of a orange.

Goalie.

Right dude.

Orange shirt.

The goalie wearing an orange and 
black shirt.

A male soccer goalkeeper wearing an 
orange jersey in front of a player ready 
to score.

UNC-Ref-COCO (UNC-Ref) Google Refexp (G-Ref)

Figure 3. Comparison between the G-Ref and UNC-Ref dataset.

Two drawbacks of this dataset, however, are that (1) the im-
ages sometimes only contain one object of a given class,
allowing speakers to use short descriptions without risking
ambiguity, and (2) the ImageCLEF dataset focuses mostly
on “stuff” (i.e. context) rather than “things” (i.e. objects).

In this paper, we use a similar methodology to that
of [27], but building instead on top of the MSCOCO dataset
[37], which contains more than 300,000 images, with 80
categories of objects segmented at the instance level.

For each image, we selected objects if (1) there are be-
tween 2 and 4 instances of the same object type within the
same image, and (2) if their bounding boxes occupy at least
5% of image area. This resulted in selecting 54,822 ob-
jects from 26,711 images. We constructed a Mechanical
Turk task in which we presented each object in each image
(by highlighting the object mask) to a worker whose task
was to generate a unique text description of this object. We
then used a second task in which a different worker was
presented with the image and description, and was asked to
click inside the object being referred to. If the selected point
was inside the original object’s segmentation mask, we con-
sidered the description as valid, and kept it, otherwise we
discarded it and re-annotated it by another worker. We re-
peated these description generation and verification tasks on
Mechanical Turk iteratively up to three times. In this way,
we selected 104,560 expressions. Each object has on aver-
age 1.91 expressions, and each image has on average 3.91
expressions. This dataset (released) is denoted as Google
Refexp dataset and some samples are shown in Figure 2.

While we were collecting our dataset, we learned that
Tamara Berg had independently applied her ReferIt game

[27] to the MSCOCO dataset to generate expressions for
50,000 objects from 19,994 images. She kindly shared
her data (named as UNC-Ref-COCO dataset) with us. For
brevity, we call our Google Refexp dataset as G-Ref and
the UNC-Ref-COCO as UNC-ref. We report results on
both datasets in this paper. However, due to differences in
our collection methodologies, we have found that the de-
scriptions in the two overlapped datasets exhibit significant
qualitative differences, with descriptions in the UNC-Ref
dataset tending to be more concise and to contain less flow-
ery language than our descriptions. 1 More specifically, the
average lengths of expressions from our dataset and UNC-
Ref are 8.43 and 3.61 respectively. And the size of the
word dictionaries (keeping only words appearing more than
3 times) from our dataset and UNC-Ref are 4849 and 2890
respectively. See Figure 3 for some visual comparisons.

4. Tasks
In this section, we describe at a high level how we solve

the two main tasks of description and generation. We will
describe the model details and training in the next section.
4.1. Generation

In the description generation task, the system is given
a full image and a target object (specified via a bound-
ing box), and it must generate a referring expression
for the target object. Formally, the task is to compute
argmaxSp(S|R, I), where S is a sentence, R is a region,
and I is an image.

Since we will use RNNs to represent p(S|R, I), we can
generate S one word at a time until we generate an end of
sentence symbol. Computing the globally most probable
sentence is hard, but we can use beam search to approx-
imately find the most probable sentences (we use a beam
size of 3). This is very similar to a standard image caption-
ing task, except the input is a region instead of a full image.
The main difference is that we will train our model to gener-
ate descriptions that distinguish the input region from other
candidate regions.

1According to our personal communication with the authors of the
UNC-Ref dataset, the instruction and reward rule of UNC-Ref encourages
the annotators to give a concise description in a limited time, while in our
G-Ref dataset, we encourage the annotators to give rich and natural de-
scriptions. This leads to different styles of annotations.

13

S: “A backpack”

Listener

S: “A yellow and
black backpack”

Listener
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Google Refexp Dataset examples
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Maximum Mutual Information Training

Neural listener objective

Where an example is a message, a set of entities I, and a
entity ent ∈ I:

J′(θ) = −
N
∑

n=1

log
Sθlit(msgn | entn; In)

∑

ent′∈In S
θ
lit(msgn | entn; In)
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Maximum Mutual Information Training

Neural listener objective

Where an example is a message, a set of entities I, and a
entity ent ∈ I:

J′(θ) = −
N
∑

n=1

log
Sθlit(msgn | entn; In)

∑

ent′∈In S
θ
lit(msgn | entn; In)

Max margin objective

To speed up training and make it more stable, they
approximate the abovean max-margin objective that
compares each target with a single randomly chosen
distractor.
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QUD sensitivity
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Pragmatic Issue-Sensitive Image Captioning
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Abstract

Image captioning systems need to produce
texts that are not only true but also relevant
in that they are properly aligned with the cur-
rent issues. For instance, in a newspaper arti-
cle about a sports event, a caption that not only
identifies the player in a picture but also com-
ments on their ethnicity could create unwanted
reader reactions. To address this, we propose
Issue-Sensitive Image Captioning (ISIC). In
ISIC, the captioner is given a target image and
an issue, which is a set of images partitioned
in a way that specifies what information is rele-
vant. For the sports article, we could construct
a partition that places images into equivalence
classes based on player position. To model
this task, we use an extension of the Ratio-
nal Speech Acts model. Our extension is built
on top of state-of-the-art pretrained neural im-
age captioners and explicitly uses image par-
titions to control caption generation. In both
automatic and human evaluations, we show
that these models generate captions that are de-
scriptive and issue-sensitive. Finally, we show
how ISIC can complement and enrich the re-
lated task of Visual Question Answering.

1 Introduction

Image captioning systems have improved dramat-
ically over the last few years (Karpathy and Fei-
Fei, 2015; Vinyals et al., 2015; Hendricks et al.,
2016; Rennie et al., 2017; Anderson et al., 2018),
creating new opportunities to design systems that
are not just accurate, but also produce descrip-
tions that include relevant, characterizing aspects
of their inputs. Many of these efforts are guided by
the insight that high-quality captions are implicitly
shaped by the communicative goal of identifying
the target image up to some level of granularity
(Vedantam et al., 2017; Mao et al., 2016; Luo et al.,
2018; Cohn-Gordon et al., 2018).

In this paper, we seek to more tightly control the

Issues Target Caption

a small brown 
bird with a tan 
chest and a tan 
beak

this bird has a 
brown crown a 
white eyebrow 
and a rounded 
belly

What is the color of the bird?

What is the head pattern of the bird?

Figure 1: Examples highlighting the power of an issue-
sensitive image captioner. Four images are partitioned
in two ways, each capturing different issues by group-
ing them into equivalence classes. The first row con-
trasts the brown and grey color of the bird, and the sec-
ond contrasts the existence of white eyebrows. The tar-
get image is the same in both cases, but the partition
leads to different captions that key into the structure of
the input issue.

information that a pretrained captioner includes in
its output texts. Our focus is on generating captions
that are relevant to the current issues. To see how
important this can be, consider a newspaper article
covering the action in a sports event. In this context,
a caption that not only identified the player in a
picture but also commented on their ethnicity could
create unwanted reactions in readers, as it would
convey to them that such information was somehow
deemed relevant by the newspaper. On the other
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Desired behavior

¨

n o n o n o

«

“A red square”

¨

n o n o n o

«

“A small square”

Target CaptionIssue/QUD

Texts should describe the cell containing the target.
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Issue-sensitive pragmatic speaker agents

Issue-sensitive pragmatic speaker

Pragmatic listener

Base speaker

S0(msg | state) as given by a pretrained image2text model
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Issue-sensitive pragmatic speaker agents

Issue-sensitive pragmatic speaker

Pragmatic listener

Base speaker

S0(msg | state) as given by a pretrained image2text model
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Issue-sensitive pragmatic speaker agents

Issue-sensitive pragmatic speaker

Pragmatic listener

L1(state |msg) =
S0(msg | state)P(state)

∑

state′∈ImagesS0(msg | state′)P(state′)

Base speaker

S0(msg | state) as given by a pretrained image2text model
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Issue-sensitive pragmatic speaker agents
Issue-sensitive pragmatic speaker

SC1 (msg | state,C) ∝

exp

�

α log
�

∑

state′∈Images

δ[C(state)=C(state′)]L1(state′ |msg)

�

+ logS0(msg | state)

�

Pragmatic listener

L1(state |msg) =
S0(msg | state)P(state)

∑

state′∈ImagesS0(msg | state′)P(state′)

Base speaker

S0(msg | state) as given by a pretrained image2text model
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Issue-sensitive pragmatic speaker agents
Issue-sensitive pragmatic speaker

SC1 (msg | state,C) =

L1(state |msg) at the level of details given by C

−message costs

Pragmatic listener

L1(state |msg) = base speaker × prior on images

Base speaker

S0(msg | state) as given by a pretrained image2text model
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Example calculation

small red circle green

1 1 0 0

0 1 1 0

1 0 1 1

0 0 0 1

• SC1

• L1

• S0
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Example calculation

S0 small red circle green

0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.50 0.50 0.00

0.33 0.00 0.33 0.33

0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

• SC1

• L1

• S0
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Example calculation

L1

small 0.60 0.00 0.40 0.00

red 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00

circle 0.00 0.60 0.40 0.00

green 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.75

• SC1

• L1

• S0
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Example calculation

S1 small red circle green

0.55 0.45 0.00 0.00

0.00 0.45 0.55 0.00

0.38 0.00 0.38 0.24

0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

• SC1

• L1

• S0
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Example calculation

SC1 small red circle green

0.27 0.45 0.27 0.00

0.27 0.45 0.27 0.00

0.22 0.00 0.22 0.56

0.22 0.00 0.22 0.56

¨

n

,
o

,
n

,
o

«

• SC1

• L1

• S0
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CalTech-UCSD Bird Dataset (CUB)

11,788 images for 200 species of North American birds, each
annotated with 312 attributes using a system devised by
ornithologists.

Attribute Annotation

Has_Bill_Shape::All-purpose

Has_Wing_Color::Brown

Has_Wing_Color::Rufous

Has_Back_Color::Brown

Has_Head_Pattern::Eyebrow

Has_Size::Small
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Some CUB system outputs
Issues Target Caption

a small brown 
bird with a tan 
chest and a tan 
beak

this bird has a 
brown crown a 
white eyebrow 
and a rounded 
belly

What is the color of the bird?

What is the head pattern of the bird?
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Pretrained model from Hendricks et al. 2016
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Human evaluation
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Human evaluation

Caption Source Percentage Size

S0 20.9 273
S1 24.5 273

SC1 42.1 273

SC+H1 44.0 273

Human 33.3 273
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MS COCO and VQA 2.0

Inducing partitions

• VQA 2.0 contains triples (image, question, answer)
• Given question, find all associated images, and partition

based on answer.

Moving to a trained VQA system

Given a question and a set of images, use the system to
create a partition.
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Some MS COCO system outputs

IssuesTarget Issue-sensitive CaptionPartitions Base Caption

What color is the sky? a black and white 
photo of an 
airplane in the sky

an airplane taking 
off from an airport 
runway

How many toilets are there?
a bathroom with a 
tub and a toilet 
and a window

a bathroom with two 
toilets and a tub
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Conclusions
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1. RSA models successfully capture a wide range of
linguistic phenomena.

2. Joint inference over language and context is a key
insight.

3. Many NLP tasks benefit from RSA models as well.

4. Informativity in context motivates refinements to the
NLP tasks themselves.

5. Next frontiers:
É More complex open domains
É Richer contextual representation
É Individualization and adaptation
É . . .

Thanks!
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